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About What’s the Baby’s Name, Stacey?
Stacey Huggins is in a quandary. She is to announce 
the new baby’s name at the family barbecue, but she 
has forgotten it. She listens to her relatives as they 
meet him, but each one calls him something different (i.e., Big Head, 
Sweetie Pie, Little Man). Finally, with the help of her uncle,  
Stacey remembers and makes her announcement just in time. 

The bright and lively illustrations show a large Black family and friends at a 
bustling family gathering, celebrating a new baby with humor and warmth.

This is the third book featuring Stacey Huggins. The first, Stacey Became 
a Frog One Day was published in October 2020. The second, Jump, Jump, 
Jump, Stacey! was published in December 2021.

About Candelaria Norma Silva
Candelaria Norma Silva writes children’s stories that are meant 
to be read aloud. They are inspired by the large, loving, close-
knit extended family she grew up with in St. Louis, Missouri. Her 
experiences as a daughter, a mother, a grandmother, an aunt, 
and a “play-auntie” means she has many stories to tell!

Candelaria lives in a vibrant Dorchester neighborhood in 
Boston, Massachusetts, with her husband. 
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Shows/Teaches: 

• The many ways families express their 
love and caring for little ones through 
bestowing of “pet names/ nicknames” 

• Her important role in the celebration 
of a new baby brother

• A bustling Black family
• Joy, humor, and love
• Range of emotions Stacey goes 

through in trying to remember the 
baby’s full name
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Stacey Became a Frog One Day
With imagination, Stacey can be anything! 
Stacey Became a Frog One Day, and each 
day of the week she has fun as a different 
animal. When will she be a kid again? Join 
Stacey’s reverie in rollicking rhyme and 
rhythm to find out.

Jump! Jump! Jump! Stacey
Playing outside, Stacey resists coming 
indoors to take a nap. She would much 
rather jump or dance or twirl. Young readers 
will enjoy all of Stacey’s movements, 
eventually leading to slumberland. Parents 
will surely recognize the struggle to get a 
young child to take a nap.

Both titles are available on IngramSpark, 
Amazon.com, and the author’s website.

CHECK OUT MORE OF STACEY’S ADVENTURES:
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